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Maths 

TTRS: Soundcheck 

I can count in multiples of 3 

Fluency – Shade in/make a list of each multiple of 3 on the 100 

square below 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investigation 

Mr Hudson wants to know whether some numbers are multiples of 3 but 

they are quite large so he is unsure! Luckily, he has found a way of 

checking.  

                            Eg. 624 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Task – Are these numbers multiples of 3? Work through the flow chart 

for each number and check. 

a. 784 b. 912 c. 366 d. 981 

e. 846 f. 505 g. 409 h. 690 

A number is a multiple of 3 if we can add the digits to make a multiple 

of 3. 

Add the digits together.  

eg. 6 + 2 + 4 = 12  

Is your new number a 

multiple of 3? 

You could look at your list 

from Fluency to check! 

It is not a 

multiple of 3! 

It is a 

multiple of 3! 
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English 

 

Spelling: Click on the link to find out about homophones. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-wonderful-

words-homophone-sentence-show/zfwygwx 

Complete the purple mash spelling task about homophones and near 

homophones.  This has been set as a 2do for you. 

 

I can write alliterative phrases. 

 

Task: Use the word bank to make lists of words that all start with the 

same sound and use them to write alliterative phrases.  An example has 

been provided to help. 

Adjectives Names Verbs Nouns 

angry Aahil wins apples. 

cheeky Sarah chews cheese. 

dirty Emma drops eggs. 

super Davey eats dummies. 

funny Henry grabs honey 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-wonderful-words-homophone-sentence-show/zfwygwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-wonderful-words-homophone-sentence-show/zfwygwx
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giggling Katy flies fleas 

happy Fahar juggles geese 

jumping Georgia hates jelly 

kind Liam kicks lollies 

lovely Jay meets kings 

moody Niki likes monkeys 

nice Peter picks noses 

purple Moosa nips peas 

racing Sufyan tips rubbers 

slim Robert rolls songs 

tiny Will sings trucks 

wobbly Tom bites wellies 

bendy Bilal adds bugs 

 

WAGOLL: Bendy Bilal bites bugs! 

CHALLENGE: Can you think of a funny alliterative phrase about your 

teacher that you can send to them via the app? 

 

History 

I know about Henry VIII and Henry’s Great Matter (session 2) 

For today’s History lesson, you are going to be using The Oak 

National Academy. This is a brilliant online resource that uses 

activities as well as clips from real teachers to help you 

understand. Obviously, they’re not as funny as your actual 

teachers but they will have to do for now!  

 

Please follow this link: 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/henry-viii-lesson-2 

 

 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/henry-viii-lesson-2

